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BLOODY SUNDAY INQUIRY

WITNESS STATEMENT

Martin Ingram will say:

Ijoined the Intelligence Corps in 1980.

During 1981 I was posted to 121 Intelligence Section at Head Quarters

Northern Ireland (HQNI). This unit provided Intelligence support for GOC,

CLF and the entire G2 support staff of HQNI. There is an extensive registry

of documents within the G2 (mt) administration; many if not all of the

contentious incidents of the recent Troubles are stored behind the bars on the

second floor of HQNL My initial duties involved work associated with

Loyalist Para militaries. After a short period I was given the job of

maintaining the Deny Republican desk. This position required a level I

password for the computer system with regular access to source material from

the Security Service, Force Research Unit (FRIS), Royal Ulster Constabulary

Special Branch (RUC SB) and occasionally Secret Intelligence Service (SIS).

I reported to a GSO2 Major and the security service representative

JIRO (Joint Intelligence Research Officer)

Upon assuming this job I knew nothing about Deny. I enthusiastically began

to read both the Intelligence files and search the computer system to glean a

"basic grounding" of the intelligence picture of Derry and surrounding areas.



I would say that the intelligence coverage of Derry during this period, in

comparison to other areas was good, with all agencies having good access.

During my posting with 121, I frequently visited Derry, often accompanying

the GSO2. During these visits I often patrolled in green uniform to obtain a

"feel" for the area. The process of collating and producing analysis work for

the staff officers of HQNI was interesting, though in truth i spent many hours,

like other "New Boys", reading both source and open reference material on all

the major events affecting both the six counties and the twenty six of the

Republic. For example, during the early eighties, if you were to enter either

the title Le Mon or Miami Show Band, (both weil known incidents of the

Troubles) as a key word or the dates into the 3702 computer with a level I

password, a long list of titles would be available to access. In contrast if you

entered the same request with a level 3 password, you would receive

substantially less intelligence infoxijiation. Even the Brigade Commander

received only level 3 clearances. To further illustrate this point, at, level 9

(mostly Ulster Defence Regiment) there would be even less intelligence and

very little source material, if any. Level 9 contained many sighting reports,

such as reports noting times, locations, vehicles, associates and other details.

All HQNI Intelligence staff and FRU personnel had level I passwords; at

HQNI only between 10 and 20 people would have access to a level i

password. There were nine levels of passwords, of which level I was the

highest and 9 was the lowest.

As part of the learning curve, I undertook a number of "Projects" to examine

the Intelligence picture available. These projects were either requested by the

Staff officers or undertaken on my own initiative. Examples were vehicles of

interest which used particular PVCPs (Permanent Vehicle Check Points) and

Bloody Sunday. A project would involve examining MISRs (Military

Intelligence Source Reports), hit Reps (Intelligence Reports), lut Sums

(Intelligence Summaries), Ruciracs (RUC generated documents) and other
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documents. No Security Service information was collated or retained within

121 Intelligence Section offices. Although Security Service documents were

circulated within the office, they were not retainecL One exception, was the

Security Service "Tout" telephone folder, which was operated out of hours by

the 121 Intelligence Section duty operator.

During 1982 I was posted to North Detachment Force Research Office (FRU)

as a collator. This job involved providing analysis and collating all

Intelligence reports generated by the Handlers after their meetings with North

Detachment FRU agents. My Detachment Commander being Major.

(deceased). This new job involved a requirement to read and

assimilate the information of Intelligence value both current and historical

generated by the Detachment Agents. This intelligence was both

contemporary and historical. Much of the historical information was

generated from the many "Screening" reports carried out by the local unit

Handlers or FINCOs. This posting to North Detachment FRU required the

collator to be trained at Repton Manor, Ashford in the art of working on the

ground as "Cover" on "Pick ups" and to be involved in the day to day running

of Agents and, occasionally in the role of cohandler. As a young Intelligence

Corps soldier, this posting was an attractive one involving operations in a

hostile environment both in green unifoi in and civilian attire. All intelligence

generated and received from outside agencies was seen by all members of the

small office (numbering approximately 10 members) and circulated by the

office Clerk,

North Detachment FRU stored all the Source material generated by

FINCOs/local Unit Handlers and others prior to the formation of the FRU in

1980. The system which was in operation during the seventies up to the

formation of the FRU was for each roulement unit to supply a NCO to be

trained at Ashford in the role of a Unit Handler. His job was to recruit and run

Sources in the target community. He was supported normally by a FINCO or
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a SMIU (Special Military Intelligence Unit) operative in this role. FINCOs

and SMIU were normal Intelligence Corps soldiers. This was an

unsatisfactory system which suffered continuity and security problems, for

example a source could have three or four handlers in a 12 month period.

Professionally, it did not allow the handlers to build up a relationship with the

source. Casual contacts were also handled by this system. A casual contact

by definition would be a person who did not want to provide regular

information on a formalised basis to the Anny, although they often received

payment in one form or another.

During this tour I read many intelligence documents and I cannot recall any

which suggested that Martin McGuiimess was involved ìn the firing of a

weapon on Bloody Sunday. Indeed, I remember seeing documents that gave

details of Mr McGuinness' movements indicating that he had been the subject

of surveillance during the day of the march. 1 can recall that there was

information of intelligence value received prior to the march from both

Official and Provisional IRA agents that there was no intent to undertake

military activity during the march. It is also true to say that there were many

reports subsequent to the day which gave conflicting accounts of the events,

for example; about shots fired at troops during the march, Such conflicting

accounts are common after major incidents. The collated documents which I

read would leave the reader with the distinct impression that there were no

shots fired at the troops prior to the troops opening fire. lt is also my

recollection that I saw no official documentation suggesting that dead bodies

had been secretly buried across the border in the Republic, although there

were many reports of the wounded being treated in the South for wounds

received during the march.

There are a number of points to bear in mind when assessing the Intelligence

generated by agents working for the Security Forces prior to, during and after

Bloody Sunday. The civil rights march was a major event with a reasonable
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lead in period, that is to say, agents from all parts of the 32 counties would

have been asked to attendO To illustrate this point, agents from Belfast and

other areas of both the North and South travelled to both participate and act as

"Eyes and Ears" for the security forces. It would have been a standard

operating practice (SOP) to request photography by the agents of events or

"interesting" individuals for the security forces prior to, during and after the

march.

10, Within North Detachment FRU, we had two 4 or 5 drawer cabinets which

stored the Contact Forms for ali "Active" Agents and a further two cabinets

which stored the files, including screening reports for the inactive agents who

were either dead or had been stood down. The historical records were kept

primarily for the information contained within them which, from an

intelligence point of view is invaluable, In my experience, original source

reports were never destroyed. Such records might prove to be useful, even

years after they were produced. For example, the FRU was not required to

seek RUC Special Branch clearance for any of the following in respect of

whom hìstorícal records were sometimes available:

Casual Contacts

Anyone who had received screening

(e) Ex British Services personnel.

11. Classified documents are stored by all Military Units including MOD by

reference to books/forms titled MODFIO2. This booklfoiin details the life of

each document from its origination, that is from creation by the handler to its

final distribution to a file and occasionally for destruction. If the document is

to be distributed outside the immediate units, a receipt called an MODF24, is

attached. This receipt is returned by the receiving unit to record its safe

arrival and indicate its location. Upon arrival in the receiving unit, an entry

would be made in the receiving unit MODF1O2. The MODF1O2 is a sensitive
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registry document that itself is classified at least confidential and normally

within the FRU as SECRET. A classified MODF1O2 is itself recorded in a

master MODF1O2 that records the life of the book.

12. I stayed in Deny until late 1984 when I was given a compassionate posting

due to the ill health of my father. 1 did Security Section administrative duties

relating to counter terrorism in the UK until mid 1987 when I was posted to

Belize. On my return I requested to attend a FRU course at Repton Manor,

Ashford, Kent. I was then posted to St Angelo (Near Enniskillen) a couple of

weeks after the memorial bombing; this posting was to augment the small

detachment in response to the bombing. This detachment was commandeçi

and administered by North Detachment in Derry. I remained at St Angelo

until 26 September 1990. On posting my last confidential report was a

recommendation for promotion prepared by Lieutenant Colonel Ken, now

Brigadier Kerr. I sought and received a posting to MOD in London, working

for Defence Intelligence Staff (DIS) primarily on the Israel and Syrian desks.

This posting was an EPV(Enhanced Positive Vetting) position, with regular

and constant access to Top Secret materiaL EPV is the highest clearance. In

accordance with my obligations, I notified the Vetting authorities regarding

my intention to many. My proposed marriage presented difficulties over

vetting. The choices of permanent postings I was given would have limited

my career options and the only alternative was for me not to marry my wife.

As a result of this, I applied for and received a Premature Voluntary

Retirement (PVR) which cost me £600. I left the Army with an Exemplary

record.

13. Sometime during 2000 Liam Clarke of the Sunday Times acted as a

messenger between Greg McCartney, a solicitor to a number of the families

who are represented at the Bloody Sunday Inquiry and myself. To the best of

my ability, and bearing in mind my responsibilities under the Official Secrets
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Act (OSA), I helped Mr McCartney with a series of questions. I supplied Mr

McCartney with this infoiuiation on a voluntary basis for two primary

reasons: First, because I am suspicious that the Army would not make a full

disclosure of all relevant documents to the Inquiry, and secondly, because I

personally believed that the inquiry should be given full and complete

information to enable it to examine and report on the events of Bloody Sunday

so that justice can be seen to be done for all those concerned

I have seen a photocopy of both Infliction and Observer B documents. I had

never previously seen either document and I did not recognise the profile of

either agent. If either of them was or claimed to be an Army asset, I would

expect to have recognised the individual concerned. I would also have

remembered the documents if I had seen them.

Sometime during 2001, in conversation with Liam Clarke, a journalist on the

Sunday Times, we discussed my concerns at the authenticity of both

documents. Liam Clarke suggested that Infliction did exist. When I asked

him how he could be certain, he said that he had been reassured by a senior

RUC officer. I reaffirmed my belief that the document presented to the

Inquiry was questionable. Although it is entirely possible that an agent known

by the title Infliction does exist, I have never seen any evidence that he had

any connection with the Army.

During a subsequent conversation with Liam Clarke, he confirmed that the

same senior RUC officer, who had had significant Special Branch experience,

had never seen or heard the story that Martin McGuinness had fired any shots

that day.

The Infliction document indicated that the information was extracted and

produced in document form using the Hague as the base. The information

was then signalled using the secure communications of the British Embassy.



This would suggest to me that the document was an "extraction" debrief, that

is where a compromised agent is being thoroughly debriefed prior to being re

located. In a similar way, agents 3007 and 3018 were debriefed and

questioned about their experiences, by not only the Army but also RUC and

Security Services prior to their relocation. I was involved in both the 3007

and 3018 debrief which included questions on any information about Bloody

Sunday of which they were aware.

18. The reader of a source report like a MISR would not normally know the

identity of the source of the information Therefore he or she must be able to

analyse the document and know within acceptable boundaries what weight

should be attributed to the report. For example, information from an agent

such as 3018 would generally be graded B2 which would indicate to the

reader that he or she is usually reliable, previous information from that source

has been authenticated and there is collateral intelligence to support the

information supplied. In contrast, an agent like 3004 fluctuated between C3

and C5. In general terms his information was unpredictable and difficult to

authenticate with little or no collateral intelligence received to support the

infoi uiation given.

It is standard practice to produce similar documents to the Infliction report

during a relocation. One of the primary reasons why I am sceptical about this

report is because the information is taken purely at face value and has not

refined into "Intelligence" by means of comment by the analyst nor does it

offer any collateral to support the report. One further point which causes me

to doubt that this report is genuine is the apparent redaction of the agent's

grading. This woi1d provide some indication both as to the reliability and

previous accuracy of that agent's information.

I do not believe that the "Infliction" document I have seen is authentic. In

order to fully assess whether or not it is genuine it would be necessary to see
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Dated... 26,

the supporting registry documents in order to examine the distribution and life

of the report. Unless the history of the document is fully examined, I do not

believe that it can be relied on as being genuine.
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Material supplied to the Inquiry by McC artney &
Casey on June 21 2OO2
Including various notes and telephone memoranda
relating to Martin Ingram
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To: TonyGiffordQC

CC: Barry Macdonald QC

From: Greg McCartney

Date: 07/04/00

Re: Army Intelligence Structure

NOTES OF TELEPHONE CALL RECEIVED AT I PM ON 07/04/00

An unidentified telephone male telephone caller rang the office today. He purported to have a

working knowledge of how British Army Intelligence operated but declined to tell me how he had

gained this knowledge. He had this morning read two differing reports in the press concerning the

information that Martin Mc Guinness had fired the first shot on Bloody Sunday, one by Grogan and

one by Moriarty. He said the former report indicated that the document produced to the Inquiry was

from the Security Service while the latter indicated that the information had come from an Army

informant.

He said that the Security Service consisted of Ml5 & M16 but that M16 did not operate in Nl at that

time. He said that he had seen the document produced to the lnquity and the fact that it came from the

Hague would suggest that it was from an M16 debrief. He stated that as they would not have been

running agents inNI at the time (1984) and therefore if it were M16 the informant would have had to

be passed on to them e.g. from the Garda Siochana. He said he was aware that it was M16 who had

debriefed Sean O'Callaghan.

However, having seen the document he believed it was a total fabrication. His reasons for saying this

were because, most importantly the document did not bear any "grading". He said that "grading" was

the most important aspect of any intelligence report and this document lacked any evidence of having

been graded. Such a document would always bear a date, a title and then the grade of the info.

He went on to explain that there was a set format for "grading" documents. Ali Ml5 documents bore

the words "Box 500" and M16 documents were prefixed with the letters CX. He stated that grading

was done both alphabetically and numerically i.e. from A to F (to indicate the grade of the Source)

and from I to 6 (to indicate the grade of the information). By example the highest grade achievable is

Ai, which would indicate the report was indisputable fact and F6 would indicate the information was

likely to be totally unreliable. B2 was normally the highest grade achieved and would indicate that

the info came from a highly reliable source and there was considerable corroborative information

available to support it.

He went on to explain how information was gathered and collated as he said he was concerned that

all relevant material was not being made available to the inquiry. He stated that the first document on

any intelligence file was a "Contact Form". This contained the identity and personal contact details of
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the informant together of his code-name and the background to his being recruited. After that, every
time contact was made with the informant a source report would be compiled detailing the
information supplied. This however would be written in terms that it should not be easy to a reader
without special knowledge of the informant to identify the source for obvious reasons.

From these source reports are compiled the weekly or monthly Intelligence Summaries (IntSums) at
either Brigade or HQ level which effectìvely "cherry picks" the information gleaned from the source
reports. He went on to say that the Army, RUC, MIS & M16 all operated by and large the same
system at the time but that RUC intelligence gathering at the time was virtually non-existent.

He continued by telling me that source reports are not permitted to be destroyed and the ones for the
Derry area, obtained by what he termed "North Det FRU", are kept in Ebrington Barracks in an office
above the library in North Det FRU. He reiterated that the source reports are kept forever as the first
basic rule of intelligence gathering. One would never know when a piece of information obtained
many years earlier and which seemed fairly innocuous at the tìme might subsequently take on huge
significance at a later lime. Also a new IO coming into post could only properly familiarise himself
with his new area of responsibility by spending some time going over all the source reports on his
arrival. He, in fact, had read all intelligence files that related to Bloody Sunday when he joined North
Det FRU which I think must have been in the 80's.

Returning to the "Infliction" document he said this document is marked as for distribution to HQNI.
He worked in Nl at the time this document is purported to have come in to existence. He would have
seen all of these documents and claims that he never saw this one before. He also suggests that the
document was wrongly written. He stated that the "Desk Comments" section would refer to source
reports previously given. He felt there were inconsistencies in the whole report.

He went on to say that while he had no love for Martin Mc Guinness he felt that this attempt to
blacken him was for the purpose of confusing the public about what really happened on Bloody
Sunday and he was helping with this information because he felt the deep wounds caused by Bloody
Sunday needed to be healed. He finished by stating that he didn't like injustice. Finally he suggested
he would be prepared to meet with the Counsel for the family on a confidential basis if they felt it
could be of assistance.

The conversation ended at .45 pm
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To: MT Mc CARTNY G

JNCFON A$D OURCE REPORTE IN GENERAL

P1ese fiI a bîif ynOp1S of the repolts yo may coUD thring dsveY

uwe/Agtit RPO the 0flowing Te the oily AgencieS that optiate theartr

RUC: The forct wa8 jtBige11 niev drn-ig the eariy days of the " troub1S and S cb tbei

vçaC during this peod was spa. It i probab'e er the last 28 yea that AefltS Will from

tine to tifl made j33ffJflThtOfl tvi1abk to their }landkTh a'though i would expect COfltCflTa'

repOTtS tO bC f' a)d f' beteeD
RepoTt5 jssuel : RUCIRA ( i

remembeT wb&t that tjds for)

AY : During tbe vtkS th sponsihili for nflifl
eft lo 1OCI t5 E. 2

Ang1ÑI Etc nd ugrnented by Field Jntd1ìgJ Non coniisioned OficS ( FThCÖS ltcI1igeC

Cows) based wthifl 8 Brigade ( 8Bde ) Edbflt0 BarraCkS , De
od 1teíment

d scrce3ifl wr fOa poiD* foi face to face n1Ct with RcpubiCa3S fo both HandIe and Fnco$

jn 1980 a fflO
ornrnand w jip)ernentd cto1 ' the th11igCflCC Co (

FRU) 1LL the old fiJes c1uding and CaSu Cflt ( C were ke er by the FRU

located withiu Edb!ingt Baflacks, Der.

Reports issued: MISR (MithtBJY Tntdligel' Source Report)

MISR SUP ( MilìlitarY I cl3genCe Source Report Suplement)

MJSR SUM (MilhithIy inteiligence Source Report SuniiriaIY)

INT REF & INT SUM( intelligence Report or ) a compilation of ALL teWgenCe

from ALL assets

Security Service (Known as BOX 500 ) because ll their reports are picfiei by the BOX 500 psiaI

addmss This was missing from the inflioa ftport.
They use a similar system to the Army and the use of limited dstrib on delicate Source is commøfl in

most BOX reports .Box are not the best al working in an hostile environment and consequently their

coverage in Deny was minimal.

thLICTION REFORT

The authenticity of the report is open to question , not because it mera]y raises a " Red Herings' ie.

Mr McGIUJNNESS involvement in firing the First shot that precipated the tragic day but because

the report is written iii terms that i have never seen in a BOX report . The important detail missing

either by design or accident is the grading of the Source i.e. bis (Agent) reliability in his previous

reporting and any collateral Intelligence to back up the Information imparted,c.g. B2 usually reliable

and tbere is collateral it cannot be over exagerated the importance of the Grading because the reader

would not normally be aware of the identity of the Agent , thus he or she must make a reasoned

judgment to the importance of the information . The signa) was sent from the Hague , this is

consisteOt with an extraction and resettlement of an exposed or recovered Agent and the Final bieng
is being undertaken remote from his normal enviroument.The signa] distribution is interesting in that it
lists the Security Service and cot BOX although this might be Embassy protocol. The desk officer
makes a veJy bland tatement regarding Mr McGU[NNESS invo)vement in the offensive action
stating that their was no collateral for the report , He ( desk officer fails to say that their is
Intelligence, to the contrary ) although he states Mr Mc GUINNESS was active in PIRA attacks
subsequent io Bloody Sunday I would not argue with that statement although i would EXPECT the
desk officer to back up that statement by quoting the references to this activity so the reader can judge
the report on it uicrrits.

The state appears to be dining ida carte ii is unfair ro cheny pick and use only iutethgence that suits
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your perceptiOD of evtfltL

ALL ThtelligeiC repOrS prese.ued to the inquhy can easi'y be aithentiCated by inspecting the

classied d .ument register . Each document as a life and this is relatively easy to follow if you know

weit to look.

Regards. please malce aUoWaDC for the spelling no spe)l check on this model.
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QUERIES RE INTEWGENCE MATERIAL

Exactly which intelligence organisations were operating in Northern Ireland in

1972 and what exactly was the difference between them?

Various organisations are referred to in the papers including the Security

Service, M15, M!6, the Secret Intelligence Service, lv!! lilary Intelligence, the

Army intelligence Corps, the Force Research Unit, Psychological Operations.

Information Policy. SAS and RUC Special Branch. My (layman 's)
understanding is that M15 and M16 are both branches of the Security Service,

with Mli being responsible mainly/or counter-espionage/in lelligence in the UK

and 4116 being concerned mainly wiih espionage/intelligence outside the UK.

However, I am not sure if this ¡s correct or whether there are more than t1vo
branches of the Security Service or what "Ml" stands for if it is not "Military

Intelligence", which ¡ understand is a loose term for the "Army Intelligence

corps ". What is the distinction between the Security Service and the Secret

Intelligence Service? Is this the same as the Secret Service? Is there a
connection between Army Intelligence corps and Army Signals? What is the

true position concerning all these different agencies? Presumably each of these

organisations has its own Set ofpurposes and objects. What are these and how

are the lines of demarcation drawn?

2. To what Government Department or Minister are these different agencies
accountable?

I assume that the Army Intelligence (orps and the SAS are part of the Ministry

of Defence and responsible to the Secretary of State for Defence. ¡ have a
notion thai the Security Service may be answerable to the Home Secretary but

this may be wrong. Is there a special Cabinet Committee that oversees the work

of the Security Service and/or the Secret Service? What was the

relationship/line of communication/command structure, if any, between the

various intelligence agencies on the one hand and GEN 47 ('the Cabinet
committee for Northern Irelanc and the Joint Security committee at Stormoni

on the other?

3, What was the inter-relationship between these various agencies? In 1972, was

there any hierarchy. or "pecking order" as between them? Was anyone in
overa U charge of operations in Northern Ireland? What form of liaison existed

between them?

¡ know that in recent years the J 'asking Co-ordination Group (TCG) has
provided lIaison between RUC Specii Branch and certain other Intelligence
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Ser'ices but ¡ do noti believe this existed asJ'ar hack as 1972. We have been

provided with a document entitled "Organisation of Intelligence Resources" at

G2OA 153] but it is difficult to decipher zizis chart and it is clearly not complete

since it seems to refer only to Army 1ntelligence

1f "David" was Director of Intelligence and had a rank equivalent to Major

General, he was presumably in overall charge but as a member of the Security

Service rather than Army Intelligence would he have been in effective control?

4. What was the internal structure and organisation of the various intelligence

agencies? Were the lines of command vertica' in the sense that Army
Intefligence Officers reported to and took instructions from their superior

officers within the Intelligence Corps or horizontal in the sense that Intelligence

Officers were attached to different battalions or brigades and took their

instructionS from the officers in those battalions I brigades or was it a mixture of

both?

5. How exactly were these different agencies organised in terms of Departments or

Sections or Units? How many people would have been involved in intelligence

in the different organisations and at what ranks or grades? Were different

Departments or individual members of staff dedicated to different functions

such as surveillance, photography and handling of agents? Where did people

like Colin Wallace fit in?

6. What were the bureaucratic methods and systems of the different agencies? Did

all the agencies open and conduct fijes in the same manner, starting with a

contact form and continuing with a series of source reports? Were files opened

by reference to issues or personalities or agents or in some other way? 1f the

files for MIS started with "Box 500" and M16 with "CX", what did the

references for the other intelligence agencies start with and how were they then

numbered beyond this? For example, was it alphabetical or chronological or

sorne other order? Was the terminology "MISR, MISR SUP, MISR SUM.> INT

REP and INT SUM" used by all the different agencies? Oid they all grade

agents AF and information l-6? What other contents appeared ìn the files apart

from the source reports? For example, did they contain details of collateral

intelligence or other cross-references? What was the purpose of the "Desk

Comments" and were there other similar sections in the various forms? Were

there any rules about copying flies or reports? How and to whom were the

various files/reports circulated? Who was and is responsible for the custody and

preservation of the files, reports, photographs and the copies generated? Would
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they all have been kept indefinitely? Where were they and where are they nw

kept? 1 note the suggestion that those for the Deny area were retained by
"North Del FRU" and are kept in Ebrington Barracks in an office above the

Library in Ñorlh DetFRU but my understanding is that the FRU did not exist in

1972 and has now been disbanded. Were these records ever put on computer or

microfiche?

What are the different security classifications?

They would appear lo range ¡n ascending order of importance through
Restricted Confidential, Secret and Top Secret. We have also been inflirmed

that "perimeter" meant that documents with this marking should noi be seen by

Northern Ireland authorities. Presumably there were other classifications with

d/fereat meanings.

7. Was there any manual or other guidance for the handling of agents such as those

referred to in s'Observer B's" statement? Presumably there was a protocol or

modus operandi ojsonze ¡dad in relation to matters such as financial or other

rewards, approved means of contact, debriefing after events such as Bloody

Sunday and other matters.

S. Are there any particular books or newspaper/journal articles that give a good

description of the identities, organisation and methods of the various

intelligence agencies operating in Derry in 1972?

Does the cafler have any specific knowledge of the nature and content of
contemporaneous intelligence files or records concerning the Army's

understanding of IRA's plans for Bloody Sunday? Does he know anything

about the purposes of Operation Forecast and/or the deployment of the
Parachute Regiment other than that indicated in the papers provided to us?
Does he have any knowledge or understanding of the respective roles of
General Ford, Brigadier Kìtson and Col Wilford over and above that apparent

from the papers provided to us?

Does he know anything about the beh-teli film and anuy photographs taken on

the day? In particular, is he aware of any record or file referring to the number

and nature of those photographs and what became of them?

Apart from the source reports (MISR's, MISR SUP's, and MISR SUM's ), are

there any other types of documents that we should be looking for either in
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rehtion to Lhe deployment of nd orders for I Pant or in respeot of any other
aspect of Bloody Sunday? I'm not sure whether the caller has seen Bundle G
and the statements of "Dave" aid "Observer B '
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NOTES RE INTELUGENCE MATERIAL/"MARTIN
INGRAM"

I . The Security Service (Box 500) were operational and that's MI 5. Other agencies
were M16 during that period which was the Jooser term was the Secret
Service/Secret Intelligence Service and you'Ii sometimes see that abbreviated in
correspondence as the SIS. The other agency wou'd be the Mi'itary !ntelligence
as a coflective and that includes the Army Intelligence Corps but when you use
the term Military Intelligence that also takes in the umbrella ofordinary units for
example I . Para, they would have their own intelligence cell commanded by a
Captain but very rudimentary and very basic and not worth including in the
umbrella ofMìlitary ìntelligence. So, effectively when we do talk about Military
Intelligence we are really talking about the Intelligence Corps. The other agency
we are talking about is the RtJC in the form ofthe RLJC Special Branch.
lfwe take MI 5 first, you are quite right in your suggestion that the Security
Service is responsible for counter-espioñage regarding the United Kingdom and
anything that poses a threat to the United Kingdom from within. M) 6 is
exclusively anything that s outside the territorial borders ofthe United Kingdom.
The one exception to that in modern day is the 32 counties or the 26 counties to
be politically correct, that is exclusively given to Box (Ml 5), but in 1972 that
wasn't the case, there was a bit of an overlapping or should I say a cross
pollination of views which caused a degree of friction but we'll go on to that at a
later date. Suffice to say at this stage that MI 6, their terms of reference was
anything to do with a threat from an external source.
Then we'll go on to Army Intelligence Corps and you ask what that basically
stands for and as I said previously the Army intelligence Corps comes under the
umbrella of Military Intelligence, although to be fair there are other agencies
within what you loosely term Military Intelligence and I'll give you an example,
I'll give you the SAS, I'll give you 14 Company and if you're talking about the
seventy-twos you're talking the MRF organisation and one or two signal type
operations that come under that loose term ofMilitary Intelligence.
You ask what the difference is between the Security Service and the Secret
Intelligence Service. Primarily one is Box 500 and the other one is M16, the SIS
being M16. Basically it isn't correct to say they both come under the umbrella of
the Security Service. They are two distinct and very different ¡n every sense that
you could ever think of. You are posing a very interesting question and one that I
think that you may well have a hidden agenda regarding which is regarding the
Army Intelligence Corps and the Army Signals and is there an actual connection.
The straight answer to that is that there is a connection and I'll first identify where
the connection is. The Army Intelligence Corps is actually split into two halves
one of them is called the Operator Intelligence which basically is for instance
agent handling or the basics of the intelligence gathering. The other aspect is to do
with languages, electronic eavesdropping and that type of paraphernalia, the
boring aspects, lets say. So therefore there is a loose term, when you are actually
posted on that side of the Corps you come under the umbrella of Army Signals
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primarily because obvious'y there is some signals requirement but they basically
man the system and the analyst will analyse the information that has come in over
the electronic eavesdropping and that is done by the Intelligence Corps. Now
what I think you may well be asking for is that you may well have seen some
documents that may well have mentioned a signals unit or a number of signals
units in connection with perhaps covert activity during the 70's. Although I
cannot remember the exact numbers ofthose signals platoons or signals
squadrons there was one or two which actually covered, ifyou like covert activity
and it may well be that you've come across those in some correspondence or
some documents which have been delivered up to you. lfthat is the case then if
you would be more specific in your question I may well be able to answer you in
a full sense or ifyou show me those documents I may well be able to help cIarif'
the matter.
At the end ofquestion one you ask basically what is the object or what is the
purpose ofeach organisation and what are the parameters and lines of
demarcation which is a very good question and its not one that is very easily
answerable because agencies tend to run with their own hounds and only ifyou
actually cross over into someone else's patch as such is there actually some
contact as such ¡n the loosest sense. Now in the 70's there was no centralised
command which is absolutely essential in an Intelligence world, its one of the
principles of intelligence and that is primarily one of the reasons why there was so
much discord and frankly ineffectiveness during the 70's and the intelligence
generator was not really working to its or anywhere near its full capability. That is
one of the focal points that needed to be addressed and was addressed at later
dates. So to answer your question there are really no lines of demarcation during
the 70's primarily it was all hands to the pump, ali for one and one for ali.
Basically that did cause problems.
To answer question 2 yes you are correct in your answer to that question 2
regarding the Army intelligence Corps and they are part of the Ministry of
Defence and of course the SAS and any other covert unit which is operational.
But they also have what is called a Director of Special Forces which is if you like
a sub-umbrella, an umbrella underneath the Ministry of Defence which effectively
controls ail covert or special duties in inverted commas within Northern Ireland.
Alternately you are quite correct in that the Secretary of Defence is ultimately
responsible and once again you are correct the Security Service is responsible to
the Home Secretary and if I may add one more thing M16 is answerable to the
Foreign Minister or Foreign & Commonwealth Office or the Cabinet office as it's
more loosely termed. There are Cabinet committees or Committees which do
oversee the Security Service and SIS or Ml6 whichever way you want to term it.
I'm not aware what those titles of those cabinets or committees were during that
period 50 i wouldn't like to muddy your water by giving you an answer there. I
have heard of Gen 47 but I think it's more of a directive rather than a cabinet
committee. The normal committees that oversee Northern Ireland are the J.I.C,
Committees or indeed any other theatre of operations not speciflcaiiy Northern
lreland but the JIC, the Joint Intelligence Committees do actually oversee any
potential problem area and obviously there are Committees within Stormont
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which meet regularly to oversee which arejointly manned between the Army, the
Security Service and the RUC or the civilian police force. And that is where the
majority ofthe strategy is mapped out.
On to question 3, very difficult for me to give a definitive answer as regards what
the relationship between the various agencies was in 72 but what I would be
prepared to say to you as with where in any theatre ofoperations where there are a
number ofagencies working where there is again some crossover in
responsibilities there are difficulties and I'm led to believe in the correspondence
that I read during that period that there was difficulties. The pecking order
primarily because the Army had primacy during that period and the RUC didn't
and the RUC reaily didn't have the capability to take on a very effective terrorist
organisation in an urban guerrilla form so the Army basically took on, ifyou like,
they were the senior partners in the pecking order as you put it, with Box
alongside and M16 throwing its weight in wherever it cared to choose and then
down to the RUC. The RUC have long memories and that situation has turned the
tables in modern times and they've made the other agencies suffer for that
position that they were put in, that predicament in the early 70's and it's a very
different story today.
Now you ask with regard to Liaison. Liaison in its strictest form would have been
carried out by a unìt called SMIU which is the Special Military Intelligence Unit
which was responsible basically for liaison between units and I'll give you an
example of that. 1f the Army wanted a vehicle check of a southern Irish vehicle
then it would contact SMIU who in turn would contact the RUC who in turn
would contact the Garda Siochana. And in regard to any other whether its
weapons, intelligence, ballistics, that sort of thing that is the normal method of
liaison. I couldn't hand on heart tell you that is the liaison between the RUC and
Box 500 but certainly within the military structure that would be the form of
liaison. SMIU during the 70's was, and the 80's was more the, and if you read the
many books which have been written on the subject of Northern Ireland, has taken
on a more glorified position in history than it really did deserve. lt was merely a
liaison unit and people like Captain Holroyd and others like Colin Wallace
glorified the role of that unit which was in no way deserved.
You mention TCG or Tasking Co-ordination Group; it's a more modern type unit
and to the best of my knowledge was not in operation in 1972. Howeverjust let
me put you in the picture there TCG is not responsible for liaison, its responsible
for co-ordination and in that sense I mean co-ordination of the many assets that
would be available to carry out an operation. For instance ¡fis surveillance then
obviously they use the assets that are available to it. 1f it's a situation like
Loughgall then there will be a necessity to bring in the cutting edge which would
be the SAS or if its merely surveillance which obviously was a pre-cursor then it
would be l4" Company. The one thing I would like to add in that relationship
there is the SAS never get involved ¡n intelligence duties as regards agent
handling or indeed any other form of intelligence really other than eyes and ears if
they're on the ground. And 14th Company again are not agent handlers, that
responsibility is given io the sole heir to that throne which is the Army
Intelligence Corps or during the early period which is what were talking about,
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the 70's, it was lefi down to Unit handlers and FINCO's, unit hand'ers b&onging
to each individual Unit. I'll give as example was I .Para or 2 Royai Anglian; they
would nominate people before they toured Northern Ireland who would undertake
the role ofUnit handler and when a Unit Jefi, was due for its turnaround and the
next unit was to come in they would take over the assets ofthose Unit handlers.
To clarify that really they would hand over the agents from one Unit to another
unit. Obviously that caused problems, it was very unprofessional and isn't the
way to conduct business. FINCO's were slightly above that station and indeed
they would indeed field intelligence to non-commissioned officers more or less
supervisors ifyou like or overseers ofthe intelligence picture ofthat time. They
were Intelligence Corps Senior NCOs.

lo. Just one point I would actually like to raise at thisjuncture and that's regards the
RUC and RUC Special Branch in particular. The RUC as a unit were probably the
most bigoted organisation I have ever had, I was going to say, the pleasure of ever
working with but I think that would be too strong and anyway its not about my
personal views. Lets take that aside, the local population ofDerry, in my opinion,
would not trust the RUC in the early 70's through to the modern day and that
obviously created a problem for the RUC in that they had what in effect from
their own perspective an intelligence desert. Obviously there were exceptions to
that rule but it wasn't really the font of knowledge that they would have wanted.
The RUC had very poor techniques and so therefore the intelligence that was
available to them during the early 70's was of a very low grade and frankly was
poorly maintained.

11 Again on question 3 your question is structured in such a way as you refer to
"Organisation of Intelligence Resources" i haven't seen that document and to be
fair I haven't clue regarding that document but I would be only too willing to
actually have a look at it and see ¡fi can clarify it for you. Basically if ¡t details
the Intelligence structure at that time i think it may well be helpful if I cast an eye
over it to perhaps clarify any of the units that were involved.
You go then to "David" as the Director of Intelligence, primarily because he has a
rank equivalent to a Major-General, you are then talking, i would suspect then
you are talking about somebody within the Box 500 or the Security Services. lt
sounds to me that that is the control of the Box within Northern Ireland during
that period or again I would Jike to say if you have any documents I'm only too
willing to cast a eye on them and see if I can actually clarify that for you.
Your question 4 "what was the internal structure and organisation" well in the
strictest sense every agency which would own its own command structure and if
you take the Army as ari example the units, the local unit or unit ori the ground the
lowest common denominator all the way up from just to give you some idea of
the structure if you have the local unit i.e. I .Para they would be a platoon on the
ground, they would report back to the Company, the Company would report back
to Battalion, Battalion would report back to Brigade, Brigade would report back
to Headquarters Northern Jreland. That seems very simple but in practice it's not
as simple as it would sound. Now the RUC would report back to, their, they're
centralised which during that period was Strand Road. And Box well Box would
just basically fly on the seat of their pants and really in a sense wouldn't be on an
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operational footing so let's discount them or ifyou like M16 also would respond
directly back to their Controller. Well that would be only be over what I would
consider to be operational and intelligence matters i.e. you know the actual
operation ofrunning the agents but ifwe're talking about the military units on the
ground during that periodS they would have strict reporting regulations.
You talk about Army Intelligence Officers reporting back to Officers within the
Intelligence Corps, now what I suspect you mean here is the intelligence Officers

within, for instance, I ,Para would they report would their lines ofcommunication
be direct to an Officer within the Intelligence Corps. The answerto that is no. The
Intelligence Officer within I ,Para would report directly back via his own chain of
command to his own Commanding Officer in i .Para. Now Intelligence Corps
operators or officers on the ground in the form of FINCO's would respond
directly back to their own Intelligence Corps Officers or Senior Officers probably
Brìgade Headquarters. The two structures would run side by side and there would
be very little reason for any crossover. Just to clarify that point those within the
local unit would report via again from the platoon to the Company, the Company
to Battalion, and then Battalion to Brigade. Now within Intelligence Corps it
doesn't go up that way. The local unit, the FINCO on the ground would respond
directly back to his Controller within Brigade, Brigade then directly back to
Headquarters Northern Ireland.
Now again we've got to remember we're talking about 72 so its very difficult to
actually give you or quantify how many people would be involved in the
intelligence in the various different organisations. When you talk about the
intelligence organisations under that umbrella it covers a very wide range of units
from photography to surveillance to agent handling and to what we call the
Collators within the various command structures. whether it be Battalion, Brigade
or Headquarters Northern Ireland. But if you ask me, if had to pin a figure down,
somewhere in the region of approximately 40 people would have some degree of
responsibility for the city of Deny.
You ask a question where does Colin Wallace and people like him fit into the
actual scene as such. Well he was a to the best of my knowledge he was a Press
Information Officer or psychological operations as they termed it in those days.
Primarily a discredited type of way of operating and not very successful but
obviously would be involved in actually painting a picture you know which is
favourable to your way of looking at things and painting a picture which from
your enemies perspective which wasn't favourable. But they basically wouldn't
fit into the structure in the strictest sense of Military Intelligence because thesç
were civilians and they were add ons if you like. The one thing you've got to
remember even as far as Lisburn or Headquarters Northern Ireland there are
people within there who have a specific responsibility for the city of Derry and
everything that goes on in there as an intelligence perspective and obviously
Brigade also have the same sort of collators and G2 staff. There are G2 staff in
Headquarters Northern Ireland as equally there are G2 staff within the Brigade
structure which was at Ebrington Barracks. And just to put you in the picture the
G2in a military sense means intelligence although they may not be Intelligence
Corps officers they would in the HQNI sense would be responsible directly to the
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CLF for prepadng his briefs and preparing any operational matters. So therefore
in intelligence position they would be quite an interesting option for you to have a
look at their documents which relate to that period. And again there's a sort of
mirror image there's also a G2 staffat Brigade Headquarters. Now because
Brigade works on a very they wouldn't be seen as the senior partner compared to
Headquarters Northern Ireland, they wouldn't be working on the same privilege
and so therefore they wouldn't have the same classified documents as HQNI
wou I d
You ask what sort ofranks and grades well all; the way through the spectrum you
know there would be no difference basically Derry would be a mirror image of
any other city or region or focus ofattention at that time you would see exactly
the same ranks and grades all the way through from a lance corporal through to
halfcolonel, Colonel, once you get above Colonel you're into a StaffOfficer so
you're into a different situation there.
On to questIon 6 the bureaucratic methods ofoperating are different between the
different agencies there's no doubt about that, So ifl may, I'll take the Army case
in the first instance and then I'll tell you what I know about the other agencies
ways ofoperating. The Army files weren't operated in the early days in the
numerical sense in other words 30/18 was assigned to Frank Hegarty that sort of
thing ¡t was more of an agent title. For instance and I'm using this loosely,
Infliction, which wasn't an Army source but that type of name was assigned to
agents. That was then to go forward in later dates when the FRU was taken over
¡n June1980 those or should I say casual contacts or agents as they are loosely
termed which were cuJtivated during the 70's were passed on to the FRU when it
was formed when ¡t was incepted, at its inception, during 1980. And then those
titles were then assigned numerical titles for instance 30/18 was given to frank
Hegarty. And I can't remember what his title was in a word sense.
What is the terminology regarding MISR's, MISRSups, MISR summary, Intreps
and lntsums? Lets go through them one by one. MISR is a Military intelligence
Source Report. And if you look back to the Brian Nelson escapade of the early
90's that was probably a good insight into MISR's and MISR Sups. A MISR can
be anything from a level 3 alI the way to a level 9 and dependent on its sensitivity
which obviously depends on its circulation or its distribution where it goes. A
level 3 would go to Headquarters Northern Ireland and a level 7 would only go to
Brigade. And obviously it follows that the more sensitive the information the
more likelihood that the Brigade or the local unit wouldn't be told about it.
Therefore the more sensitive stuff goes to the higher echelon of the unit. Now a
MISR supplement can be two things. lt's normally a very high or a level 3 MISR
or it could be exactly what the title says- a supplement. So you've issued a MISR
and you want to re-issue with supplemented information that can be a MISR sup.
lt's normally pre-cursored by the word "NO downward dissemination". A MISR
sum is a summary of all the MISR's which have been issued and normally is
circulated at Brigade level and another one would then be circulated at
Headquarters Northern Ireland.
An Intreport or an intsum again normally down to local units and It can 9 times
out of 10 in the sense of a signal and l'li give you an example here. The local
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I .para are on patrol and they see suspicious activity, people entering a house in
Cable Street and they issue an Intrep and that has gone across the airwaves and
the signaller at the other side takes it down verbatim and then he issues an
Intreport. And an Intsum basically is the unit's way of surnmarising all the
intelligence which has been produced during a given period.

2L You then go on to ask aboutthe grading ofagents. All intelligence coming from a
human intelligence is graded and the reason that it is graded is so that the reader
who is not necessarily aware of he or she's identity i.e. the agents can actually
gain a degree ofqualification ofthe information without fear ofexposure of that
agent. For example ifan agent who has been running for five years and has
delivered consistently high calibre ofintelligence obviously he has a higher
grading than somebody who has walked into a military establishment and has
offered to tell, to inform information and has only been working for three or four
weeks. lt's a little bit tongue tied but basically it gives the reader who well may be
sat in an ivory tower some where an indication as to the reliability of that
intelligence and how much degree offocus should be attributed to it it is without
a shadow ofa doubt one ofthe most important constituents ofwhat makes up the
makeup ofany intelligence report you need to know what the grading of that
intelligence by the person who knows the source the best i.e. the handler. And just
to recap on that basically Al means that it is fact so therefore if something has
been published or something has happened for instance the bombing at
Enniskillen is Ai because it has happened and it is a fact. The highest grading you
could really give to a source who on a regular basis has been providing good
intelligence is B2 and basically that means that the information he has been,
supplying over a sustained period has been regular and the intelligence, and the
agents been seen to be reliable , and the intelligence has been, you know as near
as dammit good.

22. You then go on to ask about desk comments. Well desk comments really the term
desk comments is really attributed to a Box 500 or a MI 6 report a CX report. In a
M!SR situation its normally a handlers comments or the OC's comments. Now
when you're coming back to unit handlers they did actually use in some terms
desk comments but in a normal military environment its normally handler
comment as opposed to desk comment and desk comments are usually
exclusively used by Box 500 or M16 agents on a CX report. Now the reason why
you have a desk comment is basically in a broad nutshell is when an agent gives
you information that is not intelligence that is purely information. By the use of
constructive comment and the analysis of that information the Intelligence
operator turns that information via the form of the intelligence cycle into what is
then termed as intelligence. So therefore the desk comment is as equally as
important as the information in the raw form. And to use or to analyse the
Infliction report which was presented by Mr. Clarke the desk comments and I'm
being very sensitive here is devoid of that and in my experience I have never seen
a report which has been written in such terms. The desk comment ¡s either a
boring bastard or it has been contrived in such a way as not to give the reader the
recipient the information that is required. He uses very bland,just to give you an
example, to highlight it, he uses Martin Mc Guinness, he basically says that he
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was active after the event ofBloody Sunday in numerous incidents yet he
interestingly doesn't give you the reader that information. He should actually be
assigning some reference to those other attacks which have been informed of in
the way of intelligence so the reader can go away and actually produce or retrieve
that intelligence so therefore the reader can actually form an educated opinion as
to the relevance ofthat intelligence. i know Infliction was a slightly different
thing they're claiming it was in I 982 but nonetheless its stili relevant to the reader
or the analyst ofthat information. He must with some degree ofease be able to go
away and recover the intelligence that is being discussed within the desk
comments and there are other problems within that Infliction report which would
make me suspicious of it, but anyway that's for another day.
The rules regarding the copying offiles or reports or any other document which is
given a classification and bear in mind most ofall agent handling is secret and all
surveillance reports or any form ofelectronic eavesdropping signal
correspondence is normally at least secret. Taking that aside so lets establish that
the majority of it is classified there are procedures to be followed with all original
documents and subsequent copies. Now the originator will decide on how many
copies will be produced. Each ofthem will be entered into the MOD form I or 2
and recorded and that document basically records the life of each document that
has been produced. lt would be illegal and contrary to all the rules of document
security for any side copies of any document to be produced, any classified
document, that is, to be produced. And in my experience its very rare for that to
happen. Now the MOD form i or 2 is an extremely important document and when
anybody is actually delivering up to the Inquiry the MOD form i or 2 should
accompany it and the MOD form i or 2 and the reason why I say that is because
that actually details the date it was originated, where it was assigned to, how
many copies were made and their location, who in the form of a document which
has been destroyed who authorised the destruction and on what date and bear in
mind that for secret documents you must have two signatures for that and the
name must also be printed and the unit. Therefore you can check with some
degree of accuracy the life of any document which has been originated. But as I
say you must have the form MOD i or 2 to do that. Now ifsomebody wants to be
clever and basically say you know we've lost the form MOD i or 2 then all is not
lost because then there is a master MOD form i or 2 which then records the life of
the MOD form I or 2 and that in itself is a classified document, so if somebody
has destroyed a MOD form I or 2 the destruction of that would be recorded and
registered within the master MOD form i or 2. lt's a very convoluted way of
working but it does work and it's really quite simple in practice.
Now you request who is responsible for the custody well let me give you an
example, if the local unit has generated a document then the local unit is
ultimately responsible for the original which will be kept in their location but for
any copies which have been made and for instance have been dispatched to
Brigade Headquarters then that document will then come under the custody of the
Brigade and they will thus be responsible for that document. And conversely
obviously if Brigade originates a document lets for instance say a FINCO has
originated a document and that's been distributed to lets say the local unit, the
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Brigade Commander and then its gone up to Headquarters Northern Ireland each
ofthose documents that's been produced will, once its been received by the
recipient unit will then become their problem, their baby. They are then
responsible for it, but the original MOD form or 2 will detail where when and
how that document, the life ofthat document until its destroyed and as I say you
will be able to check it.
Now you ask about preservation offiles and I presume documents as well and
photographs for that matter. In an intelligence world and when you're breathing
this material and I'm using it loosely here, as in breathing as such, to give you an
example ,there is nothing which is not relevant ever , so if its produced in I 970
I 950 1 940 1 930 there would be nothing which was discarded because it is always
relevant And, for instance, ifihere are casual contacts which have produced
information in I 970 then that same file will be in existence without a shadow ofa
doubt within the unit which is presently responsible for agent handling in North
region iVe. Derry. I can't actually put too much emphasis on that. Basically you
don't discard anything, everything is relevant and nothing is discarded. It's a little
bit like hoarding you know baby clothes from when you know the kids were
younger, you don't discard anything because one day it may weH come in handy.
And there's nothing different in intelligence world.
Now in previous correspondence I related that North Det FRU were responsible
for the custody of those documents and the Counsel is correct when he says that
the FRU was disbanded. The FRU was disbanded in name only primarily because
of the bad press that was received via Brian Nelson but the following day was
reformed under a different name but exactly the same structure and take it from
me the unit that is in operation within Ebrington Barracks with responsibility for
agent handling still has custody of those documents and they are absolutely
priceless for any incoming handler to read to gain some idea and some degree of
the history and the magnitude of Derry as a city and to gain some tangible way of
actually gaining experience of how the city of Derry and the people within need
handling and its absolutely invaluable and many of those casual contacts get
revisited over a number of years. Obviously some of them are dead you know
through old age hopefully and one or two of them are dead you know through
problems that have been associated through handling. However lets not dwell on
that but however let me just say one thing that that information is still available
and still within the Army's control.
Were these records ever put on computer or microfiche? Microfiche, no,
computer, some, obviously MISR's were put onto both 3702 and Crucible and
basically are retrievable off those systems. Now as regards documents which
report the running of an agent and I mean by that contact forms and such like
documents they are not actually registered onto the computer primarily because
they are kept ¡n the safe custody of the individual unit and in this case its North
Detachment Therefore the proliferation of that sort of information doesn't
warrant going on the computer, only the strategic intelligence, the tactical
intelligence would actually go on to 3702 or Crucible. Now before I move on I'll
just recap on that as regards to other agencies. Box 500, normally their reports are
all pre-cursored by the words Box 500 and that's the correct postal address for
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them in London hence the reason why everyone refers to them as Box. They don't
have the same grading system, they normafly within the text ofthe information
will let it be known that the source is either regular or he's not regular or he's
reliable or he's not reliable. They have some way ofactually constructing the
sentence to give the reader some degree or some idea ofthe reliability of that
source and they also within the report at the top and the bottom normally say "no
downward dissemination" or "sensitive" or "UK Eyes A" or some other caveat
which warn or give an indicator to the reader ofthe reliability ofthat information
and the sensitivity ofthe information as well.
Ml 6, their ......just recap on that , basically Ml 6 their reports are prefixed with
the word CX ; CX reports are Ml 6 reports. And again they have a similar way as
Box 500 ofgrading within, so it would be "sensitive source" or something along
those lines and they again both ofthem will use the desk comments way of
actually informing the reader ofany constructive intelligence which is adding
collateral to the report or the contrary again it is basically to inform the reader of
the validity ofthe report.
The RUC uses a very similar system to the Army and they grade A to F and i to .6
and to the best ofmy knowledge they do use some comment but its not like
police officers comments or anything like that, it's the word comment but in my
experience they normally because Police officers are not intelligence agencies or
operators they're not really the best or the most informative reports and they're
not constructed in the best fashion.
You then go onto what are the security classifications and if I may I'll give you a,
I'll start from the bottom which is Restricted and I'll give you some idea of a
Restricted Document in a military environment, That may well be the daily orders
or the bulletin of each individual unit so for example i .Para if somebody was to
be going to the dentist and there were six people within the Company that would
appear on the daily orders which would go on the Unit bulletin board and that
would be a restricted document. And then, and that is then not recorded within the
MOD form I or 2 classified register so although it is a classified document it isn't
a classified document in the strictest sense. Now a Confidential report is entered
into the MOD form I or 2 or should I say to be more accurate was entered in the
1970's into the MOD form i or 2 ,during the mid 80's basically that was relaxed
and confidential reports were no longer entered into the MOD form i or 2 in the
same way as they were treated as a fully fledged classified document in the 70's.
Then you move on to a secret document which is basically the lowest
classification that would normally be used in an intelligence forum, whether it be
surveillance or whether it be agent handling or whether it be electronic means of
interception or any other form of intelligence gathering. That would be the normal
or routine classification and then you have Top Secret and Top Secret is basically
the highest classification. Now you also then have caveats and caveats are
basically a way of preventing certain members of units from having the eyes and
I'll give you an example, "UK Eyes A" Or "UK Eyes Bravo" allow certain
different bodies of people to read these bodies of documents and not others. And
you actually refer to the word "Perimeter", now I suspect perimeter is a caveat but
it may well be a caveat within the Civil Service and not within the military
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structure. I have never come across the word perimeter and it certainly isn't a
classified, it wouldn't be what I would consider to be a normal military caveat
unless it was used during the 70's but again I doubt it, I would hazard a guess that
its more likely to be a Civil Service caveat. lt may well have been a way of
actually restricting the access to documents within the NIO but again I'm not
trying to muddy the waters here because I have never come across the word
perimeter. Basically that is the security classifications and how they work but just
to recap there the caveat is very important because it actually does preclude some
people from seeing certain documents.

3 1 . I suppose in a similar way as the computer would actually and l'il give you an
example the military computers in Northern Ireland whether they be 3702 or
Crucible were structured in such a way as you had access at Level J to Level iO.
Level I being the highest classification and I'll give you an example. If you went
to Brigade Headquarters they would only be able to access up to level 3 so if you
went in there and you had a level password, a level I password, the person
accessing that would be able to, for instance, lets use Martin Mc Guinness as an
example, if I went in there and I had a level I password I might be able to access
50 files on Martin Mc Guinness. 1f I went to Brigade and the Brigade Commander
put his password in and he only had a level 3 password he might only be able to
access 3Ofiles on Martin Mc Guinriess and through the structure all the way to the
local unit who would probably only be given the date of birth of Martin Mc
Guinness. That's perhaps an exaggeration but its just to highlight the different
ways of excluding certain people from access.
Question 7 is a very good question but there are no manuals for agent handling
there's never been one that's been basically written although I have done my best
to write one. But that's for another day.
You refer to Observer B's statement I don't know what Observer B's statement is
but the way your question is structured I think I would like to read it, I think I
would be very interested to read it. There is no set down protocol or modus
operandi except for your training and if I used the training which was available
during the 70's which was available to both the FINCO's and to the unit handlers
so in a military environment they would be trained at Ashford in Kent during that
period at a building called Repton Manor which came under the responsibility of
SIW; SIW were responsible for the training of those operators before they took up
residency with whoever they went to within Northern lreland. And that training
would cover the full spectrum of what was required of an agent handler.

34, Now you interestingly ask the debriefing after events such as Bloody Sunday.
You're quite right, I understand the way your question's structured. There would
have been an immense amount of material generated by an event of the
magnitude of Bloody Sunday. And just to bring you on a personal level the
events, the information which was generated post Enniskillen which I was
involved in would have been, you know, to the power of 10 of a normal day. So
therefore the same relationship could be attributed to what happened after Bloody
Sunday. Now I know from experience that from reading files within North Det
that there was a lot of material generated over the years as well that's something
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that you've got to take on board from various, from sources, ofthe events of
Bloody Sunday.

35 Your queStofl 8 I'm unfortunate, not unfortunate, but I'm unable to give you a
definitive answer to that because I'm not aware ofany good books really that give
you any insight into the 72 problem. What I wou'd say is that the media has been
prevented from reporting from people like myselfwho would give a valuable
insight into the intelligence world. As you know I myselfsuffered problems in
this area, so to answer your question in a one-liner no I can't give you any help on
that one.
Question 9 Yes there are contemporaneous intelligence files on, and records,
which concern the IRA's plans prior to Bloody Sunday and obviously those were
relayed from within the organisation. Well the other thing you've got to
remember is as well there was two republican movements during that period
There was the Official IRA, the "Stickies" and there was the Provisional IRA and
there were agents within both those republican units and within the Civil Rights
Movement during that period that again reported and gave an insight into that
period. So to answer your question yes there was contemporaneous files and the
other thing as l've said before you've actually, there are sources which have been
wrong. I suppose in a similar way to the Infliction report ifwe take Infliction as
being an honest and an accurate assessment, you know, debrief, there were
sources and if I remember, if you read the Sunday Times of the recent weeks
Willie Carlin was an agent of the FRU and M15 at one point is reporting the
political situation of Londonderry during that period and I think he in his working
with the FRU made one or two reports which were produced which were of either
his account or peoples accounts that he has repeated back and he has produced
intelligence reports.
1 have no information on the deployment of the Parachute Regiment and
Operation Forecast I have never heard of in my life. And to be fair the respective
roles of General Ford, Brigadier Kitson and Col. Wilford I have no idea at all.
Obviously as you are well aware I wasn't actually present during that period. My
information that I'm giving to you now is only in relation to the intelligence files.
And in a similar way to paragraph IO the heli-tele film and army photographs
again I have no knowledge of but I would caution you and counsel you that the
best way of actually way approaching that problem on a recovery basis is to look
at the individual units MOD form I or 2 , no, I'm not sure whether the heli-tele
film would have been, if there was a heli-tele produced, if it would have been
classified or not but a look at the unit MOD form I or 2 would actually tell you if
it was normal protocol to classify those documents and again that would illustrate,
you know, the life of that film or photographs or indeed any photographs that
were classified. So, you know, I would ask you to just reflect on that and look
beyond perhaps the document itself and look beyond it.
And I suppose in a similar way question 11 really you need to be going, I would
suggest to the units whether it would be I .Para or whether it would have been the
Brigade at that time, or Headquarters Northern Ireland for that matter the G2 Staff
on the 2 Floor of Headquarters Northern Ireland within Thiepval Barracks. You
really do need to ask under, I presume you've got the right under discovery to ask
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to see the MOD form I or 2 and do a trawl of the MOD form I or 2's of the
relevant units involved and then basically ask to see any documents which you
consider are relevant. Now the way you would be able to know at a glance within
the MOD form I or 2 if they are relevant, one is the date of the origination and
two is the title of the document the MOD form I or 2 would record the title or the
product of that document that has been originated. For instance, it would be hell-
tele film or INTSUM or MISR and given, for instance ¡fit was the MISR of
Martin Mc Guinness being involved with the SMG, which incidentally I do
dispute, but you know lets just take that as an example then it would be Martin
Mc Guinness, giving the date, Martin Mc Guinness's involvement in Bloody
Sunday. So, at a glance from within the MOD from I or 2 you would be able to
do a trawl and see whether you have been delivered up most or all the documents
which you consider you are entitled to.

40. Now you end your questions by asking whether I have seen Bundle G and the
statements of "Dave" and "Observer B". I'm unsure about Bundle G and unsure
of the statements of "Dave" but i would actually like to see "Observer B" ¡f that
is available primarily because the way your question was structured it gives me
some idea and it may well be from an intelligence perspective. Now I'm quite
happy if you are to see sight of any document if you would consider that would be
helpful. Just to recap really again I'm offering my services if there's anything else
you need clarifying.
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Telephone Attendance on Martin Ingram 24/11/00

Martin Ingram called me at 2J5pm.
I had spoken to him earlier today very briefly and he had asked me to fax him a copy of
the Observer B material for his comment. He had now received the material and wished
to discuss his concerns about the document with me.

He has concerns firstly about the content of the document especially as he was giving the
impression that he was a dual agent working for Army Intelligence and Box 500 at the
same time. He was told that he was being taken over by Box 500 but his main contacts
were still army Intelligence and he received payments from the army.

Ingram maintains there must still be contemporary contact forms in both North Det FRU
and in Box 500 relating to the handling of Observer B. In particular the still must
somewhere be records of all payments made to the informer.

In relation to the documents attached to the statement he feels they are unusual. They are
too detailed to be MISR's so must either be extracts from contact forms or personal notes
retained by the Handlers. He points out that there is no authentication, address or
distribution stamps on the documents, which there should always be on Security Service
material.

He continues to believe we are being given the run around in this area and refuses to
accept the source intelligence material upon which the INTSUMS are based have been
destroyed. He describes the gathering of intelligence to be much like a library "You don't
throw out an old book just because you have got a new one". He says that you always
keep everything because you never know when it could become relevant.

He says that we should select a particular piece of intelligence from an INTSUM and ask
where did that information come from. 1f we are told the primary source report has been
destroyed the we should ask for the Mod Form 102 which records the destruction and
bears two signatures authorising the destruction and the date. He says a receipt is also
kept called a MOD form 24. The MOD form 102 also contains details of the distribution
of any document. lt is the birth certificate, life history and death certificate of every
intelligence document generated within Army Intelligence. Martin says he has been
helping the Stephens Inquiry and this is what John Stephens has been calling the secrets
book. He says that Stephens Inquiry didn't get this material originally but with his help
they have now been produced so Stephens now has MOD forms 102 and 24. Martin says
this is basically an in house housekeeping system.

He also says we should raise questions about the Army Intelligence Computer system
which was introduced in the mid 1970,s. The original system was known as K.3702
which is a term which includes the upgrades etc too the system. This was later replaced
by CRUCIBLE. He says that all relevant intelligence material prior to the computer
systems was manually inputted to it but the paper would always be kept as back-up. He
suggests contact with Nigel Wylde the computer expert who designed Crucible who was
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recently acquitted of offences under the Official Secrets Act would be invaluable to talk
to

He also says that B must have a photographic memory to be able to give the detail re
dates etc in his Inquiry statements or more likely he kept his own diary or was given
access to the primary contemporaneous material before making the statement.
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RESTRICTED

BLOODY SUNDAY INQUIRY

SECOND WITNESS STATEMENT

Martin Ingram will say:-

1 refer to my first statement to the Inquiry dated 26th July 2002. 1 make this

second statement at the request of the solicitors to the Inquiry to address matters

arising from an article published in the Sunday Tribune on 27 May 2001 in which

certain comments have been attributed to me.

2. My attention has been drawn to two articles, both written by a journalist, Eamon

McCann. The first article appears to have been published in two different editions

of the Sunday Tribune appearing on page 1 of one edition and page 4 of another

edition. The text of the article is the same in both cases but the title is slightly

different. The article which appeared on page 1 is entitled "Spy rebuts
McGuinness shooting theory" with a sub-title "Saville inquiry to be told claims

not credible". The article which appeared on page 4 of another edition is entitled

"Spy rebuts McGuinness first-shot theory". My attention has also been drawn to

a third article which appeared on page 10 of one edition of the Sunday Tribune

dated 27 May 2001. It was also written by Eamon McCann and was entitled "Ex

Spies may give evidence to Saville" with a sub-title "Former agents set to reveal

under-cover operations in the North". I now produced copies of those three
articles to which I have just referred as my Exhibit Mill.

i
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I wish to make two points about the article which appears under the title "Spy

rebuts McGuinness shooting theory" and "Spy rebuts McGuinness first shot

theory". In the first column of both versions of that article, it is reported:

"Ingram says that he was present in Derry in 1984 at the debriefing of an
informer code-named "Infliction" who, according to a document released to the

Inquiry, claimed to have heard McGuinness admitting to firing from a sub-
machine gun from the Rossville Street flats as paratroopers entered the Bogside."

That passage is incorrect. lt should have read:

"Ingram says that he was present in theatre (my emphasis) in Deny in 1984 at
the time of the alleged (my emphasis) debriefing of an informer code-named
"Infliction.....

1 was not present at the debriefing of an informer code-named infliction, I have

no reason to believe that any informer of that name was debriefed in Derry in
1984. I telephoned Earnon McCann the week following the publication of this
article to correct him on this point.

I have been asked to provide further comments about the statement attributed to

me in the last paragraph of the article which reads: "...the entire truth about

Bloody Sunday will have to come out f there is ever to be closure. For a [senior

republican] to have said what he did casts a shadow on other truthful civilian

evidence,"

I was referring to the testimony of Joseph McColgan about which J had read
reports in the media, At the time I spoke to the journalist, Eamon McCann, I had
not read either Mr McColgan's statement to the Inquiry or the transcript of his
testimony. Prior to making this statement, my attention has been drawn to both

2
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his stätement published on the Bloody Sunday Inquiry website, reference

AM123.8 and to the transcript of the main hearing Day 104, Wednesday 4 April

2001 when Mr McColgan gave evidence.

I have seen ìn particular the question asked at page 26 line 19 by Counsel to the

Inquiry, Mr Clark: "Q. "you were never a member of the IRA?" and at line 20

the answer "A. "no"." This is followed by the question on line 21 "Q, "you have

never been a member of the IRA at any time?" and the answer on line 23 "A.

"no"." I do not accept that those answers were truthful. I am aware, as a result

of my service in Northern Ireland in the 1980's that Joseph MeColgan was an

active member of the IRA. Reliable Intelligence with masses of collateral reported

that Mr McColgan was indeed an active member through the 198OEs into early

1990's.

The reason why I made the comment attributed to me in the last paragraph of the

article is that I felt that the Tribunal can only establish the truth if the withesses

from ail sides who appear before it are prepared to tell the truth. I felt that this

was an obvious example of a witness failing to give truthful testimony and that is

why J spoke in this way to the journalist.

I first came to speak to Eamon McCann because another journalist whom I knew

on the Sunday Tribune called Edmond Maloney asked me to call Eamon McCann

to help him with an article he was doing. i had known Ed Maloney for some time

before that because I had helped him with a number of articles. I would like to

add that I never sought nor received payment from either Mr Maloney nor Mr

McCanm
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Signed

I do not dispute the cOntents of the article except for my comments above abóut

InFhcton I cannot confirm that J uced c precie words attributed to n he

rest of the article but .1 accept that theyarc a fair reflection what J saio to the

jotnìalis1.

Dated.......CP.
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Savifie inquiry to be told claims not credible
A FOBME member of
British Army adercO'v
unit hii told othcials of th

loody SundiY ìnuiry that
suggrtiC)fl3 that Marli3l
McGuInne fired the lirat
shot Lfli the da' are not cred-
ible.

The tna }nowii to the
inedia as Marti.fl lrgrani
niel th lawyers for the
trlbnnrd ander Lord Sevili
three months age. ingrain
wa accoinPand by his

licitnr at the ieetng. A
former member cf the
covert Force Reactic Unit
(PRI)), ingram bas been at
the cintre of thvtgstlOfl5
into oJ lent between the
military and loyaiist para-
nmilitñe5.

for the inairy to contact
him egaiti. Re may give
ora' evidetice at the hear-
ings in Derry'S Gulidhall.
ingrain told The Sunday
Tribune yesterday that he
bad been based in Derry as
a F).0 operator between
1981 and 1B5 and hd been
conimaided from flerry
while operating in Fer-

anagh from 297 to l991
"crr)' was lily siecia]ist
citi" he says.

ingrain says that he was
present in Perry In I 984 at
the debriefln ot' au
informer code-trifled

flictiofl' who, according
to 2 document released to
the inquiry. claimed to have
b ard McG'uitiflCsS thn1t-r

in

,amoat McCasali
ting io tizijig from a sub-
mnathine gun frati the
Rossvifle Street flats as
paratroopers entered time
Bogside.

Ingram does ot believe
the claim. 'f geva the
mntuiry repm-eseflet WY
OWil 'view of both inflo-
tion' and of 'Observer B'
'B', another BritiSh infor
nient based in the ogsicie
In 19h. tialina to have seen

A units pra ctising
anibuh tactics sear the
Rossvilie flats few ztay5
before Bloody Sunday.

Ingram took a sceptical
ew cf 'B'. too- Ingram

says that ha never 5W th
tin' docume1t which

has been produred tu e
inquiry and that thsmakes
him doubt itS enthetitscltY
J made it abu dEiItJY clear
that. if it bad eefstad, X
would bave known i had
'level one acceSS' and wwild
have sean apytbîfl that
Important".

ecording to Ingram.
McGuiflYiSS already liad a
high profile hi Perry in
January 1572 erad would
bave l>een "iitdF Intense.
niiiuiteby.in1n0te sci-titi -
ny" tlirot lient the day. Re
says It -was highlY likely
McGuIflnESS was being con-
stantly photograPhed on
the day from the City Wails

the Bogside.
Ingrani says lie has no

direct personal knowledge ¡
of the Bld Sunday
events, hit bas tOLd the
inquiry that he canprovide
am insight into the niud»set
of both the Provisional end
OffIcial IRAs before and
aftex- The shootings, on the
basis of the jteIflgcflCe
documents. Be sey that the

te1JigenCe services are
stiU not adntitthzg to the
'vo) mime of material they
hold relevant to Bloody
Smmda le says that there
will still be a bulky file of
¶FraDotl' Begarty, for am
pie-

a Provo exeont-
ed as au Informer iii 198.6,
had beet aniembel' of the
Ofda1 lEA in 1912. Daring
his career as an informer,
e
ivan bis intefligesice ban'

diera a very full account 0!
his activities in both LilAs.
ingrain is highly critical of
at least cime 52b101 Derx7
repabkicait whose denial
ujideroathtothein(I1iir1'bf
any knowledge of lEA
activities of personnel he
regards as nagiezg to
the positioti of the entire
nationaliSt, a$ distinct from
republican, peopfe

Thc entire truth about
Bloody Sunday Will bave to
come out If thera Is eveR' to
be dosi-ire- 1'or [the senior
reptiblieaii] La bave said
what be did casts a sbadw
on other frutbftil civilian
e-,rideiice."
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Bloody Sunday Inquiry

I, Martin Ingram, will say as follows:

1 make this third statement in order to address a number of issues that arise
from my first witness statemént,

1 did some analysis work on Bloody Sunday. This was done early in my
career. I was first posted to 3 SCT (Special Collation Team), which was at
HQNL I then went to the Derry deskworking for Major at 121. He
was an easygoing guy. I cannot say that he told me to do the project on
Bloody Sunday, although he might have done. Basically it was a project in
collation bringing together sources of information available in the section. It
was very loose not structured. I think that the exercise was something that I
initiated. It probably only took about a week to 10 days to complete it doing
it at odds times. It was a written report. Major. was aware of it. I
completed it well before I left 121. 1 typed it myself, I would expect it to be
still in existence. I was the originator, of the document. I classified itas secret
and I believe that the registry clerk entered it on the MoD Form 102.

I had access to and saw hundreds of documents relating to Bloody Sunday.
Sighting reports etc, During that period they used a crude intelligence system.
This was at HQNI. The majority of information would be stored at 8 Brigade.
It was not the job of FRU to hold documents. Its job was to get the
information and pass it on. On night shift it could be boring with nothing to
do. I would go onto the computer to occupy my time. In 1984 when I was
there I could access all areas with my level one password. They did not put
Security Service or SIS material onto the computer on a routine basis, but I
had access to the hard copy documents held in the registry where I saw them.
They also came round on round robins in hard copy.

When I moved to FRU in Deny I did more work on Bloody Sunday. It was
the most important event that had occurred in the City. When you saw an
agent for the first time it was one of the topics that would always come up.

Frank Hegarty reported to the army and I played a part in both his active years
and in his subsequent relocation. He was a 'stickie' at the time of Bloody
Sunday. There is a standard operating practice that all agents who are
relocated are debriefed by all three services. These debriefings would cover
all major incidents in Northern Ireland. Frank Hegarty was debriefed. His
debriefing document was held at Ebrington. He was questioned by all three
services, which is standard practice. Although I overheard part of the debrief I
have not seen the written product. The reference to no IRA activity on Bloody
Sunday came from a MISR document, He was a senior man in the IRA very
close to Martin McGuinness. He was emphatic when he told me that there
was no action planned by the stickies on Bloody Sunday. When I went to
FRU he was being handled by someone else but I spoke to him on occasions
such as when I was driving vehicles to meet him or on cover.
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Given the full range of agencies that were targeting the parainilitaries it is
inconceivable that there was very little product generated on Bloody Suliday.
Therefore, I believe that there would have been many documents created about
Bloody Sunday. The Army don't hand over documents unless pressure
brought to bear on them: ask Sir John Stevens. Documents were not always
stored under Bloody Sunday by name but were stored by date. There was a
problem that storage of intelligence material was fragmentary in the 1970s that
would create problems in trying to find them.

At FRU I saw documents relating to Martin McGuinness' activities on the
day, both before and after the march. They related to what he was doing and
who he was with. I saw none that suggested that he had a machine gun in his
hand or fired a shot. I think that they were surveillance reports not source
reports. McGuinness was being targeted. If you have a surveillance unit
deployed as they were then it would make sense for McGuinness to be a prime
target. The documents that I saw suggested that he was closely observed, I
don't think that ìt would have been feasible to do it from the Derry Walls or
the Masonic Hall.

FINCOS (Field intelligence NCOs) at the time undoubtedly had informants in
the Deny Young Hooligans and in NICRA because of the amount of
information being produced. Whether they are agents or informants they were
sources of information. A commander would be very upset if NICRA and the
Derry Young Hooligans were not penetrated.

I now know there was an agent called Infliction because a senior police office
confirmed his existence to me via Liam Clarke, This happened in about 2000.
Prior to that I had not heard the word Infliction. I had seen one Infliction
document that had been produced to the parties by the Inquiry at the time
when I was first interviewed for this Inquiry (KA2.5 and 2.6). I told Liam
Clarke that I had reservations about the document. Clarke went off and did
some research and came back and told me about the confirmation, I don't
remember seeing any Infliction reports during my time at FRU. J may have
seen such documents but would not have appreciated it was an Infliction
document. In the 1980's the Security Service did not operate in 'hard green
areas' such as the Bogside, they were not trained for it. They used to operate
on a cohandling basis and produced very little product in general and in
particular in Derry. Before Liam spoke to the police officer I doubted the
existence of Infliction because of problems with the bona fides of the
information. He then told me about the police officer who I know to be
reliable and who confirmed the existence of Infliction as an agent of the
Security Service. With that assurance I accepted the existence of Infliction,
My understanding of the conversation with Liam Clarke is that the police
office expressed no views on the reliability of Infliction but he said that he had
not seen any report that suggested that McGuinness fired the first shot,

Having seen the statement of Officer A and the documents he produces
(including the document at KA2. I I to 13 dated 17 May 1984) I observe that
this document is consistent with my understanding and recollection of the
Security Service product. I have seen many hundreds of these documents in
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my career and remain adamant that I have not seen any of these Infliction
documents before seeing them in connection with this Inquiry. I would have
expected to see it either during 1984 or on my return to service in Northern
Ireland in 1986 or 1987.

I had concerns about KA2.5 and KA2.6 because of the dates on the document
made no sense but I have now had the opportunity to read the statement of
Officer A and I understand what he is saying and accept the documents. I
would still like to see the registry documents supporting these documents. I
would also like to see the regular appraisals of the source, including finance
payments, etc.

In expansion of what I said in the first statement INTSUMS do not contain the
meat of the information they are merely a summary on which no great reliance
should be placed. All original intelligence documents are relevant and in my
experience are never destroyed. The fact that an Intsum exists means that the
related MoDF 102 still exists.

When I made my first statement the only documents I had seen were the 16
April1984 document (KA2.5 - KA2.6) and the Observer B statement that
were shown to me by Greg McCartney. I have now seen Officer A's
statements, Officer B's statement and the other Infliction documents (KA2.7
to 25) and they do give me some comfort about the bona fides of the Infliction
documents although I maintain that during my service I never saw any
document that suggested that McGuinness fired the first shot. i am supported
by the fact that Liam Clarke's police office had not seen any such document. I
might be able to comment further when I have seen the grading of the report
that claims that Martin McGuinness fired a shot on Bloody Sunday. Further,
looking at the desk officer's comment at KA2. 12 I observe the desk officer
comment to be sterile at best. It offers no meaningful information to the
client. It is a poor attempt at turning information into intelligence. The desk
officer's comment contained within document KA2. 12 does not appear to me
to be consistent ii my experience of these reports.

Signed

Martin Ingram

17 March2003



From: W G Byatt, Head of Bloody Sunday Inquiry Unit
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Metropole BuDdIng, Northumberland Avenue, London WC2N 5BP

Teephor (Direct diet) 020 7218 6156
(Switctiboard) 020 721e 9000
(Fax) 02072184427

W J Tate Esq
PO Box 18031
London
SW1H 9W1-1

INFORMATION ABOUT MARTIN INGRAM

Paragraph 9 of the Tribunal's ruling of 14 April begins with the words:

Martin Ingram sJìrst witness statement deals with his postings in a range of
army intelligence units between 1980 and 1990 or thereabouts. Much of this
time was spent in Northern Ireland or in connection with intelligence activities
in that counhly.

Paragraph of the written submission made by Edwin Glasgow QC on 31 March
invites the Tribunal to:

seek from the Ministiy a/Defence information as to Mr Ingram r rank role
and access to materials.

Against this background I thought that it would be helpful to disclose a little more
factual detail about Mr Ingram's service in the Army. Obviously J can disclose
nothing to the parties that would make it possìble to identiíy Mr ingram; neither can I
divulge sensitive material which is included in the confidential annex to the Secretary
of State for Defence's Pii certificate dated 5 March. However, subject to those
limitations J hope that the following infonnation is helpful.

Mr Ingram joined the Army as a private soldier in I 980. He completed his
Intelligence Corps training the following year and was promoted to lance corporal.
He was posted to Northern Ireland in late 1981 and worked in the special collation
team which was transfeiring intelligence material on to then newly introduced
computer database. After three months he moved to 121 Intelligence Section in
Headquarters Northern Ireland where he worked as a collator. In autumn 1983 he was
posted to the Force Research Unít (FRU). He was employed in the FRU for just
ander a year as a collator. During this time he was promoted to corporal.

From 1984 until 1987 Mr Ingrain was employed in Great Britain; this tour
included a six month, deployment abroad, Mr Ingram was promoted to sergeant in
1986. Late in the following year he was posted once again to the FR11 in Northern

Your Reference

Our Reference
BSIU 1/7/1/2
Date
8 May 2003
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Ireland, this time as an agent handler. He served in the FRU for a little less than three
years. Mr Ingram's final posting was to the Defence Intelligence Staff in the Ministry
of Defence in London, where he was once again employed as a collator. He left theAi-my in early 1991.

i am sending a copy of this letter to Peter Binning.
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BXT.S1A ismL a QUTh1

3Cø!P smTET Q?. WtD4

I iti a former member of the 9ritish MiiiarY
nte113.gene and I have previously appeared as

a .tness at the tribunal. Martin lagram s a

pseudÓ1.Ym wb.Ch I was alJ.o.'ed to ise on that
occasion and i am using it now. This pseticOTlYm

idas origna1).Y given to ma by I4am Clarke çr

the purpose o

a series of .aticlés in the Sunday Tiite.'

t am naking this second statement in

repon5 to the qu.eStlOfllÍkg of ddy Ward -at

the tribunal by $arra HcGrørY a lawyer acting

for Martin McGUinnes$ M and to 5ttnt5 to

the tribrnal by Martin McGUiflfleSS Lìmstalf.

1 unde5ta tat Mr l4cCEOrY and Mr

MeG irUles are ateThptiflg to establish that

Liai Clarke t a condUit or the ritil'

jntollig' .erviceS arid/or police

jnte]J.igeCe and that hiS bool on Martiri

was deVì8 with a view to

streflgtefl te ri.tiSh position tri the

trìbuna- I wish to

tat tieSe alleatt0flS Were riot borrie out ty

my a1iflgS w-ít1 ti rn Clarke-

4 I tniti11Y contact Liam C).arke: after

reading a nuitute.t .o articles he had wtittefl

about ligerice mttetS i e1t at the'tüe
that too criUcal öl the acttofl5

o
though I have since

revised my view ard beCorile criticS1 j5a1f Xt

is partlY through !fl crn3Ct..sth him tIt X

bC5" rrore r±ti3l r Conver5ti0fl5 O

V?I OG:k5 orrt profTptd a rethiF o

y reviou5 posit Q; w-S.ch baer to, trd

to defend tte pti of the securitY
'

'j2_ Ls



5 Once I agreect to oe Lnterv.ewect he
encouraged me to espose wrong dom9 by tbe
security forces wherever co1d as we11a to
expose th actions of the paza-mi1itaty groups
He appeared eve ri handed in his approach 11e

repeated.y .gtressed that wbt we publishe4
must be the truth an he carried out many:

background checks to establish ntv redibJfty
After do&ng so he as prepared to zake some
lnfonnati.on on my word a]on

6. 'Z'he a orities 4ttewpted ;o suppress .the
articles which we Jad jointly written añd.to
prosecute both of us The cases w

eventuaLly d.ropped. We were both served dtih
injuct jorts to prevent further disclosures and
so was th? SundayTilnes. whictipublished the
articlea.

7 The newspaper vigorously öpposed thesè
njunct1onS and expended are sums o zoney

contesting there- They were successrul tri
significantly restrictiri the s,cce of the
i.njurutiorLs thereby enabling u to print n%ost

of what we wanted to reveaL When I was
arrested the Sumiay Times. psi for Peter
j:nrtifl, t:p cri maL ìawyie z.o

ard bcth tie ppr md Liam. Clarke fred
me evy possible support.. There was no
suggestion that the paper or ttm Clärke ere

in Sn)' way 3s3oci.ted or ynpathtic to th?
irelLLQeflCe rJiC&s.

. Liam Clare obtained frcrnrne tbe
ixcrnLcn that .the riti.s Army was rrrìt
expect.n an aLtk cn loody Sunday an the
Sunday Tins printed it

. Lim ClrkG aLso enoouraqed rna to asssr
the SteverLs ìnto colluic teie th
security foice ici paramilitary groups ric
the Dublin Nonagban botb inquiry in the
Ppublic.
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e rater put in in iuucu irj
Hccartney, a solicitòr acting for th .fa.u1y
of James Wray, and acted as- a oenuit .t
enable the solici.tors acting of the failic of
the Bloody Sunday deceased to Wderstarid ho
ßrit5.sh.Mifltary tnteLligence recocis were.
maintained Lia1 Claxke acted a a go batween
because of his duty of confidentiality' to :zne

and because of fears that t ttUè. identity
and wheréabOus were revealed wouj ce
proseCut.on or attck

1l LiaTh Ciarke was quite scruu1ous in
maintaining his duty Or

confidentiality and I believe it is important
thaz he is r'o penelised for maintairw2g this
duty to others.. Tf he had revealed my *denty
I would have regarded it as a gzo arhd
cmfgivab1e .betrayL
12 I know. o ocer rtner intelligence agents
and security force members as well as para
military sou.tces who he has protected in tIne
saine way Such people woul never coirie forward
1th. ir rrtation about underc er atîvity i

;-e did ot hare this p.rotection

O one occasion he con..acted e on bhaif
. well ncrwn Belfast blLcaì» a cLient
ir i'»s, rd askcd ± was wi2.1iro rr

a t;t,E-int to aesist t!i 'r 1M
appeal against c viction. I said that I es

and as .a result }1r McGrory .met me.
presently working on this statenieit.

when I ¡net r ÌcGrcry I to.d: LrrL
Clarke was J)Ot a cordit for. the

elligerce services arid .,,ws jotiraalisL
of

integrity tho carefilly checks out his
information i so far as he cazi. I am now
.repeating. that stat emen.. fo.ruially :

tribunaL

kn.L1Ti



Signed

Dated

15. T also know Kathryn Johnston. L.azn
Clarke' s w.fe, and I believe that her
approach to the secur2.ty torces ard to ma.ter
of confidentiality j3: the saine as hIs.

I b1iêve that the facts seated in this witxess
statement are tue


